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SUMMARY
There are a growing number of e-Government portals and solutions available today. But what the users lack in
particular is a customized assistance – help that meets the individual situation and competence [15]. In this paper, a system
called Webocrat will be presented as an attempt to shift e-Government portals toward this direction, providing various
knowledge technologies as its core components [13].
The Webocrat system applies a knowledge-based approach [6]. Information of all kinds produced by various modules is
linked to a shared ontology representing an application domain. Such ontology serves as a mean for structuring and
organizing available information resulting in improved search capability and contents presentation. Moreover, this approach
is utilized also e.g. for support of personalization, when each user may define her/his area of interest by means of concepts
from the knowledge model and be automatically notified about new information in the system relevant to her/his profile.
Finally, knowledge discovery techniques [11] applied on text information available within the portal are used for
automatic annotation of new sources.
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1. INDRODUCTION
Knowledge can be simply defined as actionable
information [14]. That means that (only) relevant
information available in the right place, at the right
time, in the right context, and in the right way can be
considered as knowledge.
The knowledge life cycle defined in [10] hinges
on the distinction between tacit and explicit
knowledge. Explicit knowledge is a formal one and
can be found in documents of an organization:
reports, manuals, correspondence (internal and
external), patents, pictures, tables (e.g. Excel sheets),
images, video and sound recordings, software etc.
Tacit knowledge is personal knowledge given by
individual experience (and hidden in peoples
minds) [14].
A considerable amount of explicit knowledge is
scattered throughout various documents within
public and governmental organizations and people
minds working there. In many cases the possibility
to efficiently access (retrieve) and reuse this
knowledge is limited [4]. As a result of this, most
knowledge is not sufficiently exploited, shared and
subsequently forgotten in relatively short time after
it has been introduced to, invented/discovered within
the organization. Therefore, in the approaching
information society, it is vitally important for
knowledge-intensive organizations as public and
governmental institutions to make the best use of
information gathered from various information
resources inside the organizations and from external
sources like the Internet. On the other hand, tacit
knowledge of authors of the documents provides
important context to them, which cannot be
effectively intercepted.
Knowledge management [14] generally deals
with several activities relevant in knowledge life
cycle [1]: identification, acquisition, development,

dissemination (sharing), use and preservation of
organizations knowledge. Our approach to
knowledge management in the e-Government
context supports most of the activities mentioned
above. Based on this approach, a Web-based system
Webocrat1 [13] has been designed and implemented.
It is being now tested on pilot applications at
Wolverhampton (UK) and in Kosice (Slovakia).
Firstly, it provides tools for capturing and updating
of tacit knowledge connected with particular explicit
knowledge inside documents. This is possible due to
ontology model, which is used for representation of
organizations domain knowledge. Ontology with
syntax and semantic rules provides the 'language' by
which Webocrat(-like) system can interact at the
knowledge level [9].
Use of ontology enables to define concepts and
relations representing knowledge about a particular
document in domain specific terms. In order to
express the contents of a document explicitly, it is
necessary to annotate it, i.e. create links between the
document and relevant parts of a domain model, i.e.
links to those elements of the domain model, which
are relevant to the contents of the document. Model
elements can be also used for intelligent search and
retrieval of relevant documents.
Existence of a knowledge model (ontology) in
the center of the system is the key difference to
approaches followed by other 5th FP IST projects
like EDEN (they are strong in use of natural
language
processing
techniques
supporting
communication between citizens and public
administrations) or DEMOS (very elaborated
approach focused on on-line consultation).

1 EC funded project IST-1999-20364 Webocracy (Web
Technologies Supporting Direct Participation in
Democratic Processes)
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the functional overview of the
Webocrat system. Section 3 presents three examples
of knowledge technologies exploitation within the
Webocrat system. Finally, section 4 provides a
summary of the whole paper.
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2.3 Third layer

Fig. 1 Webocrat system structure from the systems
functionality point of view

Since each document subspace expects different
way of manipulating with documents, three systems
modules are dedicated to them. Web Content
Management module (WCM) offers means to
manage the publishing space. It enables to prepare
documents in order to be published (e.g. to link them
to elements of a domain model), to publish them,
and to access them after they are published. It is also
possible to publish interesting web links, i.e.
commented URL references to other interesting and
relevant sources. These are also indexed and
therefore are searchable as other, internal sources.
Special subpart of the WCM module is
responsible for publishing of tenders (TDM). There
can be published all necessary information related to
an open tender, as well as publishing of results of a
closed tender.
Discussion space is managed by Discussion
Forum module (DF). The module enables users to
contribute to discussions they are interested in
and/or to read contributions submitted by other
users. There is possible to set a discussion forum as
a moderated one, or not.
Electronic Submissions module (ES) enables
users to access special part of the document space
comprising their formal or informal submissions to
local authority.
Opinion Polling Room module (OPR) represents
a tool for performing opinion polling on different
topics. Users can express their opinions in the form
of polling.

2.1 First layer

2.4 Fourth layer

A Knowledge Model module occupies the
central part of this structure. This system component
contains a conceptual model of a domain. The
purpose of this component is to index all
information stored in the system in order to describe
the context of this information (in terms of domain
specific concepts). The central position symbolizes
that the knowledge model is the core (heart) of the
system  all parts of the system use this module in
order to deal with information stored in the system
(both for organizing this information and
accessing it).

In order to navigate among information stored in
the system in an easy and effective way, this layer is
focused on retrieving relevant information from the
system in various ways. Two modules represent it,
each enabling easy access to the stored information
in a different way. Citizens Information Helpdesk
module (CIH) is dedicated to search. It represents
a search engine based on the indexing and linking
(to knowledge model) of stored documents. Its
purpose is to find all those documents, which match
users requirements expressed in the form of a query
defined by means of a free text, or a query composed
from concepts from knowledge model.
The other module performing information
retrieval is the Reporter module (REP). This module
is dedicated to providing information of two types.
The first type represents information in an
aggregated form. It enables to define and generate
different reports concerning information stored in
the system. The other type is focused on providing
particular documents  but unlike the CIH module it
is oriented on off-line mode of operation. It monitors
content of the document space on behalf of the user
and selects new information that the user may be
interested in.

2. WEBOCRAT SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL
OVERVIEW
From the point of view of functionality of the
Webocrat system it is possible to break down the
system into several parts and/or modules [13]. They
can be represented in a layered sandwich-like
structure, which is depicted in Fig. 1.

2.2 Second layer
Information stored within the system has the
form of documents of different types. Since three
main document types will be processed by the
system, the document space can be divided into
three subspaces  publishing space, discussion
space, and opinion polling space. These areas
contain published documents, users contributions to
discussions on different topics of interest, and
records of users opinions about different issues,
respectively.
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2.5 Fifth layer
The upper layer of the presented functional
structure of the system is represented by a user
interface. It integrates functionality of all the
modules accessible to a particular user into one
coherent portal and provides access to all functions
of the system in a uniform way (see Fig. 2 as an
example).
The user interface can be easily adjusted as
required by actual public administration. Good
examples are 3 different Webocrat pilot applications
sites (Wolverhampton2, UK, Koice  Fur a3 and
Koice  Dargovských hrdinov4, Slovakia).
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When pieces of information are submitted, they
are annotated first, whether manually or semiautomatically (see subsection 3.3). After that they
are prepared for intelligent retrieval. When accessing
information, user can define his/her query consisting
of words for full-text search or of terms (concepts)
used in ontology.
Using concepts ensures that also hidden meaning
will be discovered. User selects interesting concepts
and asks for information related to them. Selected
concepts are used for information retrieval. The
decision about document relevance to the user query
is based on a similarity between set of query
concepts and a set of concepts, which are annotated
to the document. When making this calculation of
similarity, whole ontology structure (i.e. concepts
connected with various relations) is taken into
account. In such a way not only exact matching, but
also partial matching is secured.
This task of document retrieval can be viewed as
a classification task when the decision is made,
whether the document is relevant for the user or not.
With appropriate ontology which models domain
well, use of this knowledge model can yield better
results than full-text retrieval.
3.2 Knowledge based personalization

Fig. 2 Webocrat user interface at the local authority
Koice  Dargovských hrdinov
In order for the system to be able to provide
required functionality in a real setting, several
security issues must be solved. This is the aim of the
Communication, Security, Authentication and
Privacy module (CSAP) [5].
Technical achievements comprise also a system
designed to provide automatic routing of messages
from citizens to the appropriate person within the
public administration (ES module) and tools for easy
access to public administration information and to
competitive tendering (WCM module).
3. KNOWLEDGE TECHNOLOGIES APPLIED
3.1 Knowledge model for concept-based retrieval
The main idea behind the whole Webocrat
system is to associate information with a part of a
knowledge model  ontology. In this way it is
possible to annotate discussions, reports, tenders,
polling or ordinary WWW pages (all those
documents that are published, such as news,
announcements, memos and other documents that
could be interesting for users).
2 http://www.wolforum.org/
3 http://www.tahanovce.sk/mutah/
4 http://www.kosice-dh.sk/

Since the system can contain a lot of information
in different formats (published information,
discussion contributions, etc.), it may not be easy to
find exactly the information user is looking for.
Therefore he/she has the possibility to create his/her
profile in which he/she can define his/her interests
and/or preferred way of interacting with the system.
When defining an area of interest, user selects
elements from a knowledge model (or subparts of
this model). In this way user declares that he/she is
interested in topics defined by the selected part of
the knowledge model.
The definition of users area of interest enables
alerting  user can be alerted, e.g. on a new opinion
polling, or publishing of a new document, opening
of a new discussion, etc. User has the possibility to
set alerting policy in detail on which kind of
information he/she wants to be alerted in what way
(including extreme settings for no alerting or alerting
on each event taking place in the system). The
system compares each event (e.g. submission of
a discussion contribution, publishing a document,
etc.) to users profiles. If result of this comparison is
positive, i.e. the user may be interested in the event,
then the user is alerted.
Alerting can have two basic forms. The first
alternative is represented with notification using email services. User can be notified on event-perevent basis, i.e. he/she receives an e-mail message
for each event he/she is alerted on. Alternatively, it
is possible to use an e-mail digest format  user
receives e-mail message, which informs him/her
about several events. The way of packaging several
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alerts into one e-mail message depends on time
intervals given by the user.
The other alternative is a personal newsletter.
This does not disturb user at unpredictable time 
user simply can access his/her newsletter when
he/she desires to be informed what is going on in the
system. Moreover, he/she can access it from
arbitrary gadget connected to the Internet. The
personal newsletter has the form of a document
published in the publishing space. This document is
generated by the system and contains links to all
those documents, which may be of interest for the
user. Since the document is generated when user
logs in, it can cover all information submitted and/or
published since the last users visit.
User registered in the system as an individual
entity (i.e. not anonymous user) is provided with
a personal access page ensuring him/her an
individual access to the system. This page is built in
an automatic way and can consist of several parts.
Some of them can be general and the others are userspecific.
The former can serve as a starting point for
browsing all published documents accessible to the
user, all discussions he/she is allowed to participate
in (in passive or active way), all running polls for
which he/she is eligible, using search facilities of the
system, read hot information, etc. The latter parts are
devoted to users personal newsletter, links to
documents and discussions topics of which match
the users area of interest.
3.3 Knowledge discovery for annotation
Three different text data mining techniques
(clustering/visualization, association rules and
classification models) have been analyzed and its
exploitation possibilities within the Webocracy
project are described in more details in [11].
Clustering and association rules discovery are well
suited as supporting tools for ontology management.
Classification models are used for automatic
documents annotation.
Retrieval accuracy depends on the quality of
documents annotation. Text mining methods used
for knowledge discovery in text collections can be
very useful to guide user at annotating new
document. Annotation of the new document is the
classification task (text categorization task in
information retrieval terminology) when we need to
make decision which concept (concept represents
category) is relevant to the content of the document.
The system must propose relevant concepts for
new document in real time, so important
requirement to used algorithm is execution time
efficiency. User can add or delete some link between
new document and concepts, and these changes can
be immediately integrated into classifier. This
requires ability of incremental learning. Relevance
weighting of the concepts to the new document is
better than simple binary decision. Concepts can be
ordered by weight of the relevance to the new
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document and user can search for additional relevant
concept according to this ordering.
Different types of classifiers for this task have
been analysed in [2]. At the moment two classifiers
are used within the Webocrat system. The Naive
Bayes classifier works well, when there are already a
satisfactory number of well-annotated documents
presented in the system. For the starting period of a
new e-Government portal driven by Webocrat, a
rule-based classifier is applied. After some period of
time, when there is enough documents for training
the Naive Bayes classifier, this one is utilized.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a system called Webocrat has been
presented as an attempt to shift e-Government
portals toward a customized assistance and
knowledge-enhanced services. The Webocrat system
applies a knowledge-based approach. The functional
overview of the system has been presented as well as
three examples of knowledge technologies
exploitation within this system.
The focus is on using knowledge models to
annotate and organize information within the system
in order to retrieve this information according to the
content. This approach is utilized also for support of
personalization, when each user may define her/his
area of interest by means of concepts from the
knowledge model and be automatically notified
about new information in the system relevant to
her/his profile.
Finally, classification text mining techniques
applied on textual information available within the
e-Government portal are used for automatic
annotation of new sources that are being published
on the portal.
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